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1 SISL Infotech
Clause 4.1, Point No. 8 and Page

No. 23

The CV/Bio data of the resources submitted in

the proposal should be on the payroll of the

bidding organization for at least one year at the

time of bidding

Since majority of the clauses/terms of the tender document remain the same as per the last RFP

No. 2(13)/2016-MyGov) published on dated 12-05-2017 why this condition is put specifically. It

seems that the said clause has been only added to favour one particular company. We understand

that this is a manpower supply bid. And in all such RFPs in every department across the country,

the companies are allowed to source resources and supply them at different point in time on

different projects but meeting RFP need and skill set. It need not be necessary for the entity

bidding to have such resources on pay roll while bidding for the tender if the resources are

meeting RFP criteria.

This clauese needs to be removed from the RFP

No Change

2 ND Technologies
Clause 4.1, Point No. 8 and Page

No. 23

The CV/Bio data of the resources submitted in

the proposal should be on the payroll of the

bidding organization for at least one year at the

time of bidding

Nobody can control employee's nature/mind/behaviour. How can an entity ensure that the said

supplied resource would keep on working for the same company or in the same project. Such a

clause is totally baseless and has no relevance and rational. If the said resources cannot be forced

to keep on working on a project, why would any company keep them on their pay roll just like

that. Seems that this point is deliberately put this time in the new RFP to favour some specific

company with some resources already in mind.

If the RFP is for manpower supply then the basic condition should be that the prospective bidders

should have more than 1000 IT resources on the pay roll at the time of bidding so that the concern

of a company being into supply of IT manpower is taken care off. OR

Please remove this clause from the RFP

No Change
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